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The meet in~ was called to order at 10.20 a.m.

OTHER ~)NDS AND PROGRAMMES (agenda item 7) (continued)

(a) UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES

(iii) REQUEST FOR APPROVAL AUTHORITY (DP/482)

1. Miss SUTHERLAND (Canada) said that although the Council had hitherto always
accepted without question the approval authority requested by the Executive Director,
her delegation could not accept the request made in ~he current year (DP/482). If

contributions did not grow at the expected rate, if at the s~ne time the
implementation ratio increased significantly, and if there was a high level of
contractual commitments, programme planning would be effectively frozen in the second
and third years and cash flow problems would be caused in 1981-1982. Her delegation
would ~elcome further information on a number of points. The work plan submitted in
the Executive Director’ s report (DP/464) and the approval authority requested were
based on the assumption that resources in 1981 would be 25 per cent higher than in
1980; that was not realistic and Overlooked the fact that it was only thanks to the
undisbursed balance of the previous year that it had been possible to meet the
shortfall in 1980~ In addition, many donors had clearly opted for a policy of fiscal
restraint, and such an increase in resources could not be guaranteed. Unless the
Executive Director could provide evidence that those estimates were attainable, it
would be necessary to assume a more realistic growth rate of lO to ll per cent and
to reduce the approval authority accordingly. The representative of Switzerland
had proposed during the general debate that a draft resolution should be prepared
along those lines, and the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany had
suggested that it might be considered by the Budgetary and Finance Committee at the
same time as the resolution on staffing.

2. She would also like to know whether the implementation ratio would remain at
85 per cent. Under the approval authority requested~ if that rate exceeded
90 per cent~ there would be cash flow problems in future years.

3. With regard to contractual commitments, she wished to know whether they could
exceed previous approval authorities. The figures were not very clear in that
regard, and her delegation would be grateful if the secretariat could in future
submit a table of contractual commitments for the period covered by the work plan
and for the preceding year. ~Iere the expected expenditures firm commitments? What
percentage should or could be deferred if resources were insufficient? Furthermore,
how should the choices be made? That~ too, was a question of priorities which
perhaps called for a review of existing policy.

4. Referring to reserves, she asked whether there were any funds over and above
the operational reserve of $20 million. Her delegation had already requested an
explanation of the large reserves of some programmes~ which were, perhaps, a luxury

when resources were soarceo In that connexion, she thanked the Assistant Executive
Director, who had made valiant efforts to reply at short notice to the questions
raised.



5~ Many of the projects and programmes which the Council had approved the p~evious
day would extend beyond 1985 and even. further if it was decided to stretch rather
than reduce them if re.sources proved insufficient. How would that affect table 6 ~.

document DP/.~4, which-iconce~n@d pendfngrequests and on which her dele’gat~-6n had
alreadyrequested additional information? Is her delegation’s opinion~ instead of
increasing the approval authority to allow the Fund some flexibility inthe event
of additional resources becoming available, a.mechanism should rather be devised to-
protect the Fund and its progra~ames if the contrary proved to be the case.

6. Mr. BENEDICK (United States of America) said that his delegat~io~"9~Dp~or$@~ the
request fer approval authority submitted by the EXecu.t.ive Director of UNFPA (DP/482)~
since it confirmed the steady increase in-commitmentSunder the projects and served
as a pointer to donor countri@s regardiug the need to meet increased requirements.
In any event~ the Fund could not approve projects going beyond the available
resources-nor could co~.~itments exceed the amount of the contributions actually paid.
App.reval of the reques~ therefore~ represented no serious dsnger from the s~andpoint
of financial re.sponsibility~ but on the other hand~ drew the attention of the
inte~at!ional community to the im~ortsnce of the programme and ac~ed as a stimulus
to the Fund’s staff suud to ~otential donors.

7. His delegation supported the net additional approval authority of I~90 .million
requested for 1981. The authority requested for the second and third years of the
work plan depended on the decision to be taken by the Council concerning the review
of the financial system adopted in 1973. It must be said that there haa since been
a considerable change in the volume and nature of the Fund’s commitments. About
60 multi-year pro.grammes were currently under way~ absorbing an increasing proportion

of the progrsmme’s total budget. The Council had encouraged that trend~ but it was
that UNFPA now required an affditional approval authority for the second and
years of such programmes~ and a change in the existing procedure ~s th~ere-f0re

warranted. The Executive Director’s recommendation nevertheless went a little too
far. Unforeseen requirements could always arise~ which could not be met unless the
Fund had sufficient flexibility to divert resources for that purpose. Under the
recommendation before the Council~ there ",Tould be a margin ~f only about 10 per cent
between the .secon~ year and ¢he first~ ~hmch was much too small. His delegation
therefore proposed a compromise solution 9 namely 9 that for the second year~ the
approval authority would be equal %0 ~wo %hirds of the amount authorized for the
first year and for the third year~ to one-half of the authority for the first.

8. Mr. ABELIN (Observer for Sweden) said that the question of. the approval autherity
had two aspects: the amoun~ in absolute figures, and its distribu.tion among the
various years. His delegation would like the absolute amoun~ 9o be reduced on the
basis of more realistic e.stimates of the resources that would be available ~o the
Fund in future years. For 1980~ it could~ for example~ be calculated as follows:
the available allocations, i.e. g124 million~ plus I0 per cent ~lus ~8 million
corresponding to the unallocated resources at the beginning of the period.~ that
gave a reasonable total of about ~145 million. With regard to the distribution of
the approval authority, .he did not think that the current system~ unde-r which
one-half of. the author&ty authorized for the first year was approved for the. second
year~ and one-quarter of thas authority for the thirdyear - detracted from the
flexibility of operations, and he was in favour of its maintenance.



9. ~. SALAS (Executive Director, United NationsFtmd for Population Activities)
agreed that the Fund should have some flexibility and that it mi~it perhaps not be
possible to attain the target of a 25 per cent increase in contributions. He
suggested that the question of the request for approval authority ¯ should be referred
to the Budgetary and Finance Committee for consideration of the various proposals
which had just been made.

(vi) AN EVA U ION PmPoR P oa c s (DP/493)

i0. I~ss SUTHERLAND (Canada) warmly commended UI~PA on the quality of the .....
evaluations submitted to theCouncil. She hoped that even greater emphasis would
be placed on the work of the Office of Evaluation. She had taken note with
satisfaction of the reply given by the Assistant Executive Director concerning the
integration of the evaluation in programmes, but she would also like to know
whether the Office of Evaluation participated in staff training and whether the
preparation of projects and the instructions given to field staff were co-ordinated.
She would be glad if, in future, more information could be given on evaluationin
project reports and during the Council’s consideration of items relating to UNFPA.

II. ~.ABELIN (Observer for Sweden) said that since any ~%dert~[ing involved
difficulties, it was pointless totry to conceal them~ they should rather be
confronted frankly. That was what the Executive Director had done in his report
on evaluation of U}~PA projects (DP/495) and, in that regard, the document was
very reassuring. He attached great importance to the quantitative evaluation of
programmes and projects; he s tronglyurgedU~PA to continue its wo~c in that field
and, in particular, to complete ~ithout delay the six large-scale evaluations now
under way.

12. l:iss SI~TCHLEY (United I~ngd0m) said that she had read with much interest the
report of theExecutive Director on evaluation of Ul~PAprojects, but she would
have like:it to be more detailed. She had therefore been glad to learn that the
report on the evaluation of thenational family planning programme of }~uritius
would be circulated shortly. She would also like to have more information on the
other two programmes wlttch had been evaluated. In addition, she would like to
know when the final reports on the other six large-scale evaluations referred to~

in paragraph 4 of document DP/493 would be available.

13. It was clear from the report of the Executive Director that the results of
the t~ree evaluations which had been carried out were hardly encour~ging, j First~
with regard to UI~PA assistance for regional population activities in Africa, the
report of the evaluation mission was critical and, apart from the African Census
Programme, ECA had made little impact inthe countries visited. As to the national
programme ofl~uritius, the planned integration of maternal and child health and
family planning services had been only partiallyachieved. Lastly, it had not
been possible %6 evaluate the research projects seriously, since in most cases the
variables studied or the methodology applied had not been specified, and the requests
concerning those projects had provided insufficient information £ordetermining
whether there was duplication between research topicsor ~hether:any areas of ~-
investigation were being neglected. The research findings hadapparently not been
disseminated, as they should have been.

14. The Executive Director,ho~ever~wasto b~highly~omme~dedJfor-l~i~:ca~@-q~t~on~
of the problems encountered. It ~as all the more commendable since in some other

organizations the difficulties and problem~ which arose were often concealed. It



was particularly encouraging that accom~% would be taken of the evaluation results
in the implementation of the programmes. I% should also be noted that nearly all
the recommendations made in the three evaluations had been accepted and were
beginning %o be ~pplied. It was after all the primary purpose of evaluation to
appraise a programme’s effectiveness with a view to rectifying shortcomings and
obtaining the best possible results. It was therefore to be:hoped that evaluation
activities would be continued and extended %o all large-scale L~PA projects.

15. ~r. BEI~EDICK (United States of ~serica) associated himself with all those
delegations %ha% had commended the Executive Director for the frank description of
problems, given in his report on evaluation of U~PA projects. ~e candour with
which he had set out the shortcomings observed in project implementation was proof
of his determi~a%i0n to correct them. ~PA should be encouraged to carry out
Similar evaluations o£ its other major projects~ but timeliness Was essential if
those evaluations were %o be useful. ~PA should therefore oofisider procedures
that could shorten the evaluation process without a£feoting the quality of the
results.

16. Referring to the section of document DP/49] dealin~ with the evaluation of
research projects~ he said that~ in his opinion~ the shortcomings noted were due
in large part to staffin C constraints. Since that situation was likely to continue,
the Fund should consider establishing an international advisory board to assist
in the review of research proposals. ~le board could draw its criteria for the
identification of priority research activities from the findings of the International
ReView Group on Social Science Research in Population and Development.

17. Hrs. PHAN ~I ~i77rH (Observer for Viet Ns_~)~ spea/~ing in exercise of the right 
reply~ said that she categorically rejected the tendentious allegations made against
her country by the representative of China. A4 the previous meeting~ she had me~ely
analysed the demographic situation in Viet 1~am and her sole purpose in referring %0:

the cessation of Chinese aid and the Sine-Vietnamese war had been to stress the
additional difficulties which they had caused for her country. Although those
were concrete and tmdeniable facts~ the representative of China had used %hem as
an excuse for strong criticism of the Vie~ns~nese delegation, Such an attitude curiousl~
resembled the position taken by Chinese leaders in February 197~ when~ on the pretext %o~

alleged acts of provocation on the Sine-Vietnamese frontier~ they had lam~ched a
war of ag~essibn causing much loss o£ life and enormous material d~ace in the six
northern provinces of Viet Ns~n~ which had been spared by the previous conflicts.
Was i% reasonable to claim that Viet Ha m~ which was emerging from long years of
warfare drained of its life blood~ could afford the lu~mry of provoking: its powerful
neighbour?

IS. %’~%atever course future events might ts/[e~ the Vietnamese people would never
forget the assistance which it had received from the Chinese people durin G its fight
for liberation. Experience had~ however, shown that the Chinese leaders had sought
to use that assistance tO dominate Viet Ham. At the end of 1978~ while Viet Nam
was sufferin C from the worst floods in its history~ China had suddenly suspended its
assistance and in a littl~e Over a month had withdrawn all its e~:perts~ who had
taken with them all the technical documents that had been prepared.
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19. Lq~ere the problem of Kampuchea was concerned, Viet Nam had assisted the
people of ths t country three times since the Second World ~,ler by helping them t°

fight successively against colonialis1~1~ imperialism and expsmsionism. Even today,
despite its own difficulties, Viet Nam was helping the }[ampuchean people to
recover from the acts of genocide committed against it under the Pol Pot r@gime.
Her delegation therefore strongly hoped that the i~%mpuchean peoPle would soon
benefit from a UNFPA programme.

20. Mr. WANG (China) said that, at the 697th meeting~ the observer for Viet Nam
had already slandered his country. She had just rene~Jed her attacks in the
Council, but her arguments could deceive no one: to represent ~iet Nam as s~
unfortunate country was to conceal the fact that it was oppressing Chinese
e~-~-patriates, that it had expelled from its territory msmy people ~ho had become
refugees and that it had inflicted considerable losses on China and other countries
Its troops had violated the Chinese border on several occasions stud harassed the
population. Pursuing a policy of hegemony, Viet Nam had launched a campaign against
Kampuchea~ it had occupied vast territories in that country, massacred the
population and caused famine. All that was known to the entire world: the facts

were too cogent to be concealed by any form of language.

(vii) THE FUTUI~ ROIE OF UNVPA

21. Mr. GIL~E (Assistant Executive Director, United Nations Fund for Population
Activities) ithar~ed the delegations which had commented on the activities of

UNFPA. They would certainly provide the Fund with guidance in its activities during
the coming months. He wished to reply to a certain number Of questions raised in
the discussion.

22. There had, first, been unanimous praise for the evaluation of UNFPA projects;
several delegations had welcomed the frankness sho~Jn in that evaluation. Credit
for the quality of the evaluation work was due to the Fund’s Office of Evaluation.
It had been suggested that the experience thus gained should be shared with other
organizations ~ the Fund was already participating in inter-agency discussions on
that matter. There had recently been a visit from the Joint Inspection Unit and
the inspectors had described UNFPA’s evaluation methodology as unique. Several
delegations had expressed the hope that the scope of the evaluation should be
further expsmded~ the representative of Cuba had wished it to cover research
activities and the representative of the United States, extended projects. The
Swiss delegation had asked that the reactions of the people affected by the Fund’s
activities should be included in the evaluation; that would certainly be useful,
but raised questions of methodology. In shy case, the recipient countries were
closely associated with the evaluation and no problem had yet been encountered in
that respect. The representatives of Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany had
expressed surprise that the Executive Director had not asked for additional staff
for the 1981 evaluation~ the reason was that the staff responsible for the
evaluation, which was admittedly small, received extensive support from consultsmts~
the Fund had also encountered some difficulties in recruitment. The hope had also
been expressed that less time shouid be spent on evaluation; an effort would be

made to do so. The hope expressed by the representative of Canada that the question
of evaluation should be considered at every session had also been noted. With
reference to a question raised by the United Kingdom delegation, the next set of
evaluation reports would be available in the course of the year and could be
considered at the next session of the Governing Council.
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23. Secondly~ ~Jith respect to policy9 he assured the Council that the desire~
expressed in particular by the representatives of Cuba~ the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom~ for creater emphasis on core pro~rm~mes~ especially maternal and

health and family planninG- ~ would be ts~en into account. The representative
f the Federal Republic of Germany had as!ted for increased resources to be al!oca$ed

to special programmes. The representative of S~Jitzerland had urged that more
attention should be Given to the involvement of women. On the other hand~ the
United Kingdom delegation had questioned the advisability of divertin~g scarce
resources 9o support oi’ activities relating to the status of women~ ai!i?ough at the
precedino~ session~ on 20 June 1979~ U~[FPA’s concern for the role of women in
developmen~ had ~0een endorsed by the United i{ingdom Government. The Fund considered
that the involvement of women was an area in which $17ere was room ~’or expa~uded

effort. ~n that connexion~ he referred to the recommendations of the Plan of Action
of the World Population Conference and the Colombo Declaration on Population and
Development. With reference to the comments by the representatives of Senesal and
~razil~ the question of internal migration and the spatial distribution of the
population had been discussed two years earlier~ and U}~PA had circulated guidelines
on those matters in the autumn of 1979. One delegation had as]~ed if it was
appropriate for Ut-FPA to underts]<e activities concerning the ageing .... It should be
remembered that%he Fund’s mandate covered questions of population structure~
more6ver, in view of the decline in fertility rates~ the matter ~Jas becoming
important not only in the developed but also in the ~leveloping countries. The
resources allocated by the Fund to that sector were very small: only I~60,000 for
a meeting to be held in the sm~tumn of 19S0~ and a maximum of [~150~000 for the whole
year. It ~houid also be remembered that the General Assembly had asked U~PA to
deal ~ith the ageing in resolutio~ ~2/131~ the i0und had been invited to participate
in the organization of an international year on ageing ~md had provided s~ expert
to assist in preparations for the Uorld Asse~oly on the Elderly.

i. Several delegations~ in particular tl~ose of Brazil and india~ had as~ced for more
information on Technical Co-operation sachs Developin~ Countries (TCDC). The Fund
had a special interdivisionai tas~ force~ whose work ~,~as based on the o~uidelines
contained in a booklet entitled Population and ~utual Sel~-Reliance. The Fund had
participated in t~e hish-leve! conference on TCDC in May 1980. It supported the
institutions of tL~e developing countries ~oncerned with pop~lation matters and
promoted the dissem±natiom of the in£ormatiom t~]ey ~]ad accumulated. In 1979~ it had
allocated I~25 million to trai~im~ activities under country a~d in@ercountry projects
aimed a~ mutual self-~reliance~ in particular~ it contributed to increasing the
number of research ~or]~ers in the developin G countries and supported regional s~d
subregional projects for the ez~c~ange of ideas in areas within its manda~eo It also
promoted the introduction of population education in school curricula. U~PA’s
ez~perience made it ~e~l qualified to contribute to the implementation of the
Buenos Aires Plan of Action~ it intended to do even more in that respect~
particularly ~ith regard to the dissemins~tion of information and the definition of
~q~at ~as encompassed by TCDC.

25. ~iany dele~ations~ in particular those of Finls~d~ Bangladesh~ Denmar~z and
Ce~uada~ had urged that efforts should be concentrated on priority countries. Others
had drawn attention to the need to update the system of priorities. Tl~e Fund was in
fact revie~ino~ the criteria om the basis of ne~: data and ~ould report on the results
of that wor!~ at the mez~t sessi©n~ it ~ould then be possible to see if a revision
of the priorities system was necessary.



26. The Swedish delegation had expressed regret that UNFPA’s reports and
documentation were nol sufficiently detailed and had, in particular, requested
that information should be provided on activities I financed by the Fund in the past;
account would be taken of that request, but the Fund could not spend to0 much time
on the preparation of lengthy reports.

27. At the precedingsession of the Council, the Executive Director had expressed
the hope that delegations would give their views on the future role of UNFPA. An
important debate would take place on that matter at the next session, and he wished
to make some general comments to assist in preparation for that discussion.

28. First of all, the developing countries and international organizations had
important tasks to undertake with respect to population during the 198Os. The
preceding year, the Executive Director of UNFPA had said that the national and
international development strategies should take all population elements, such as
fertility, mortality, growth and structure, sufficiently into account. The
developing countries had made some progress in that respect, especially in
implementing the recommendations of the World Population Plan of Action, but most
of them had not yet taken any decisive action. Moreover, in most countries much
still remained to be done to involve the public, and especially women, in population
activities. In many countries also, reliable data were still lacking and great ¯
efforts should be made with regard to vital statistics, sampling and censuses.
The freedom of choice with respect to the number of children and the spacing of
births advocated in the World Population Plan of Action was still not available in
most countries, in particular due to lack of contraceptives~ there was still much
to be done in that respect, even in the countries where population growth had slowed
down, especially to adapt contraceptive technology to the needs of developing
countrie s.

29. The control of infant mortality would still remain a major objective of UNFPA,s
future work. The same applied to population distribution in line with economic
possibilities; in that connexion, urbanization trends were very disturbing. Even
the fall in fertility rates created problems which must be faced~ and programmes
would have to be carried out to deal with them. Understanding of population problems
had greatly improved, but there was still room for progress; to that end, meetings
should be organized and studies and publications prepared. If another world
conference on population was organized in a few years’ time, UNFPA should certainly
make a major contribution to it.

30. UNFPA had played a catalytic role during the 1970s, a role which it Should
intensify during the i980s in order to help the developing countries to achieve
self-reliance in dealing with their population problems. The discussion at the
Council’s next session on the future role of the Fund should be based on the Fund’s
mandate, as defined in the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly and the
Economic and Social Council and also by the recommendations of the l/orld Population
Plan of Action andby the strategy for the Third Decade. In that discussion, the
Governing Council should in particular exercise its responsibilities concerning
UNFPA’s financial and administrative policies, in accordance with paragraph 2 of
General Assembly resolution 5019 (XXVII), by giving directives on certain matters
such as the system of priorities, the use of consultants, local salaries and
procurement of equipment. The Council should also study the implications of the
future role of UNFPA on the structure of its secretariat. In conclusion, he said
that the Executive Director would present a document containing recommendations
on the areas which he had just drawn to the Council’s attention.



51. Mr. SALAS (Executive Director, United Nations Fund for Population Activities)~
referring first of all to the question of financing which had been discussed at
length and to the difficulties experienced by UNFPA in achieving a balance between
contributions and demand, said that six of the iI major donors whom he had recently
met had expressed their willingness to provide the Fund with the maxmmum support
permitted by their budgeta~j resources. However, despite the goodwill of donors~
there were a number of factors beyond their control, which often made it difficult
for them ¢o allocate all the necessary resources to population activities. ~ue
Fund should therefore be realistic and Cry to make the best possible use of the
available resources in order to attain its objectives.

32. One of UNFPA’s particular objectives was ~o help developing countries to lower
their fertility raCe or in some cases to increase it~ and to formulate a @enuine
population policy. It ~.~as encouraging that all counCries had now recognized that
population was a factor in developmen~ had established a population policy and had
included population activities in their development plans. Thanks %o the assistance
of UNFPA, those countries were less dependent than - "

p~eviously on outside assistance.Population projects in their territories were now largely financed from national
re source s.

33. However, the reduction of the fertility rate and the preparation of population
policies were only intermediate objectives. I% could even be said that they were
merely means of attaining the ultimate objective, which was to m~<e individuals
aware of the existence of population problems and enable them to regard childbearing
in the more general context of the demographic situation, i.e., in relation to their
country’s capacity to support the children they might wish to have and to meet all
their other needs.

34. 9efore attaining that objective9 the international commu_uity mus~ devote much
effort and large resources to population activities. Unfortunately~ the resources
allocated to such activities, as to activities connected with the environment and
development~ were much too small.

35. To find a solution to that thorny pr~blem of financing it might perhaps be
necessary for countries ~o consider the question of population activities from a
more general point of view, in othem words to weigh the importance of population
questions against all other questions, in particular that of armaments~ on which
States spent some .~~0 000 million a year. Such a global approach~ which would mal{e
it clear that most hm~an activities were designed ~o improve the lot of peoples and
would thus highlight the central role of population programmes~ would perhaps lead
countries to give much higher priority to such programmes and to spend more money
on them than they had done so far. The total sum spent on population activities
each year was in fact currently only ~JO0 million~ or less than 0.i per cen~ of
expenditure on armaments.

36. In that connexion~ he considered that conferences of legislators, such as
that held at Colombo in ]979~ the value of which had been c uestioned by some

representatives, could help ~o give countries an awareness of the vital importance
of population activities. Such an awareness was indispensable if s permanent bais~ce
was ultimately to be establisheff between population size and the resources needed to
give every individual a reasonable standard of living.

The meeting_rose at 12.10 ~9.


